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Figure 1: X clients attach to X

Network transparent window systems, such as X, al-

low applications to run remotely from their displays. X

connections can be made over any network supporting a

reliable byte stream interconnect: most commonly eth-

ernet with TCP/IP, but also including telephone lines

and other low bandwidth media running reliable proto-

cols. We have gathered traces of complete X sessions

and individual applications, and generated statistics on

bandwidth and granularity, as well as the relative per-

centage of bandwidth consumed by different types of X

traffic such as geometry and text.

Our traces show that X messages and groups of X

messages which could be packed together in a single net-

work packet are fine grained, usually under 100 bytes.

This means that the SLIP protocol, which imposes 48

bytes of overhead on each packet, is inefficient for X

traffic, but that the CXLIP protocol, which has an av-

erage overhead of 3 bytes per packet, is efficient for X
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server through logging process XTee

traffic. There are also implications for modem design:

often the direction of traffic changes twice every 100ms,

as shown in Figure 2. Modems which impose delays of

tens of milliseconds to reverse the direction of traffic,

or to implement compression or error checking will not

efficiently transmit X traffic.

To gather traces, we developed XTee, a logging pro-

gram which is interposed between X clients (applica-

tions) and the X server, as shown in Figure 1. XTee

logs the complete X stream in an easy to parse binary

format, tagging each X message with a timestamp and

a sequence number.

Our 12 traces cover document previewing, 2d line

drawing, games, and graduate student activity such as

software development, reading mail and writing papers.

Most of the traffic in all of these traces was drawing

related, not state or window manipulation. In every

trace, the top 4 X messages accounted for more than

75’%0 of the bytes transferred. Although X messages can

be 64K bytes long, most X messages have 32 bytes or

less, although in some of the traces, most of the bytes

were in messages of over lK bytes.

We are using this data to guide the design of com-

pressed protocols for X.
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Figure 2: These graphs are excerpts from the grad2 At the left of the top graph we see zwsh starting up.
trace showing a termin~ emulator (mus~) starting np. The

top graph covers almost four minutes, while the bottom

graph is a one second detail, The X axis indicates seconds

since session startup, while the Y axis shows the types of

the messages being sent. Each sphere represents a single
message unless it is elongated vertically, in which case it

represents multiple messages arriving uearly simultaneously.

The volume of each sphere is proportional to the number of

bits in the message(s) represented. The dash-dot plot at the

right of each graph shows the total number of bits for each

type of packet. The line plot at the top of each graph shows
the number of bits per second as a function of time. The

integration intervaJ is listed in the Y-axis legend.

The terminal emulator creat& windows, allocates colors, and

qneries fonts, as we can see by examining the left hand side

of the top graph. Looking at the top left, we can see that

the instantaneous network load peaks at nearly 60K bps.

After about a minute, the variety of different packet types

decreases markedly and a repeated pattern involving 4 prim-
itives appears, The pattern is easier to follow in the detail

graph below: The server sends a Key Press event, the client
responds with X_PolyFillRectangle (to clear a space) and

X_ImageText8 (to draw the character), then the server sends
Key Release and another Key Press. The user is typing. The
network load frequently reaches 17K bps over 10Oms peri-

ods, indicating that this level of performance is required to

support this typing application without noticable degrada-

tion.
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